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HOT / NEW PRODUCTS
Littelfuse MP8000 Bluetooth Overload Relay
Dialight LED High Bay
Brady M611 Mobile Label Printer
ABB ACS380 Machinery Drive

Need an extra hand? Let our experienced team of over 30
engineers help you! They are ready to assist you and are
highly trained in the following areas:
IIoT Consulting
Remote Connection
Cloud-based analytics
Control products
Field Bus Connectivity
HMIs
Drives

PLCs
Motor Control Centers
Software Packages
Switchgear
Sensing Devices
Machine and Plant
Safety Products
RF Communications

LEARN MORE
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The Liquid Cooling Package (LCP) from Rittal is an efficient cooling solution
for the dissipation of high heat losses from IT racks. Both suite-based and
rack-based variants are offered within the LCP product family.
Benefits:
Maximum energy efficiency
Minimal pressure loss at the air end, minimizing power consumption
Control of the server inlet temperature
Speed-regulated compressor to ensure the cooling output is adapted to
actual requirements

When space is an issue think of Belden's SpaceMaker electronic wire and
cable from OMNI Cable. They are up to 45% smaller than your traditional
cable and will save you up to 52% more space.
Perfect for the following applications:
Internal machine wiring
Control cabinets
Production lines
Device-to-device wiring
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Honeywell MICO SWITCH V15W2 Series basic switches are precision snapaction contact mechanisms enclosed in plastic cases. Switch actuation triggers
the mechanical closure of the switch's contacts.
Potential Applications:
Appliances (especially with new refrigerants)
Valve actuators
Commercial refrigeration
Ice makers
HVAC/R (furnace, refrigeration, ventilation)

Red Lion's rugged RAM cellular RTUs push control to the network edge with
an easy-to-configure event engine that simplifies remote asset monitoring
regardless of location.
Trigger I/O or send SMS text message alerts based on real-time
operational data
Address harsh environmental conditions with rugged, secure all-in-one
platform
Support varied connectivity options from I/O to serial, Ethernet, and
Wi-Fi

HPS TruWAVE monitors the load current and very quickly responds to the
power system distortion as it develops. A corrective current is injected to
effectively cancel out the harmonics required from the upstream power
source. The result is a harmonic load on the power system that is acceptable,
with more balanced current and voltage waveforms.
Features and benefits:
Actively reduces harmonic distortion
Improves power factor resulting in decreased utility cost
Parallel system installation to accommodate large scale applications
98% operation efficiency to lower operation costs and increase
reliability
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Hilscher's netTAP 50 Gateway is a fast and economical way to provide
integration and data conversion of a single field device into any higher-level
network.

Conversions include:

Features include:

Fieldbus to Real-Time Ethernet
Fieldbus to serial
Real-time Ethernet to serial

FREE Configuration via SYCON.net
DIN-Rail mounted
Compact (100x70x25mm)
0-60 degrees C operating
temperature

News Around the Industry
How risk-resistant are you?
The Pros and Cons of Smart Instruments
Improving cybersecurity in robotic automation

Follow us:

www.standardelectricsupply.com
222 N Emmber Lane, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Click here to unsubscribe.
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